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Characteristics of the research group:
We decided three years ago to establish at research team at Rigshospitalet for evaluation of new molecular diagnostic analyses and treatment regimes for patients with ischemic heart disease. The aim was to establish a broad national and international collaboration with experts within molecular biology research to further develop and implement the newest knowledge in clinical diagnostic cardiology and treatment regimes of patients with both acute and chronic ischemic heart disease.

The aims of the project are in patients with acute and chronic atherosclerotic heart disease:

1. to evaluate two new treatment regimes, gene therapy and bone marrow stem cell therapy
2. to investigate the cellular mechanisms of importance for angiogenesis which are activated in cardiac myocytes during acute and chronic ischemia

Running projects: Titles and abstracts:

Gene therapy in chronic ischemic heart disease
We have established an international multi-centre non-commercial randomized double-blind placebo-controlled gene therapy study, Euroinject One, with the gene encoding for the vascular growth factor VEGF-A165 in patients with severe coronary artery disease who could not be treated with conventional coronary by-pass surgery or balloon angioplasty. Guided by an electro-mechanical evaluation by the NOGA system 10 intramyocardial injections of plasmid were placed around and within the tissue area with reversible ischemia previously determined by stress myocardial scintigraphy (SPECT). The study was initiated April 2001 at Department of Cardiology, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen and the last patient included July 2002. A total of 40 patients received the VEGF-A165 plasmid and 40 patients received the placebo plasmid without the gene encoding for VEGF-A165. Six centres participated in the study, and a total of 32 of the 80 patients were included in Copenhagen.
Primary endpoint is change of reversible myocardial ischemia on SPECT at three months follow-up. The results have been accepted for presentation as a late braking trial at The American College of Cardiology Congress April 1, 2003.

Stem cell therapy in chronic ischemic heart disease
In June 2002 we initiated a single centre clinical phase I safety and efficacy study with medical stimulation with G-CSF (granulocyt colony-stimulating factor, Neupogen) of the mobilisation of endothelial progenitor cells from the bone marrow into the blood circulation to develop new blood vessels in ischemic myocardium in patients with severe coronary artery disease, which could not be treated with conventional coronary by-pass surgery or balloon angioplasty. Neupogen has been used for many years in haematology for mobilisation of bone marrow stem cells in patients with leukaemia treated with bone marrow transplantation.
All patients have had the two months follow-up investigations and core lab analyses are ongoing.
Gene and stem cell therapy in chronic ischemic heart disease
The authorities have approved a safety and efficacy study with combined gene therapy with the gene coding for the vascular growth factor VEGF-A_{165} and bone marrow stimulation in 16 patients with severe coronary artery disease who could not be treated with conventional coronary by-pass surgery or balloon angioplasty. The patients will be identical to the patients included in the Euroinject One study and they will have identical gene treatment procedure and follow-up. In addition to the gene therapy, the patients will be treated medically with bone marrow stimulation with Neupogen to increase the circulating numbers of endothelial progenitor cells. The first patient will be treated March 2003.

Stem cells and vascular growth factors in acute coronary syndrom
We are at present evaluating the short- and long-term contribution of endothelial progenitor cells and circulating vascular growth factors in the development of new blood vessels in 20 patients admitted with acute ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) treated with primary PCI (acute opening of the infarct vessel with balloon angioplasty), and 20 patients with non ST-elevation myocardial infarction (unstable angina pectoris, non-STEMI).

Stem cells differentiation for treatment
We are at present testing the appropriate growth conditions for differentiation of stem cells harvested from the peripheral blood into endothelial progenitor cells and myoblasts. The number of these cells can be increased by in-vitro growth expansion. By this method it is possible to harvest stem cells from at patient, increase the number of progenitor cells and myoblasts, and then deliver the patients own cells to the heart with an injection catheter using the percutaneous approach.

Cellular mechanisms of importance for angiogenesis
The genes encoding for vascular growth factors are present in the genom within the nucleus of the myocytes in the heart. In spite of that, un-blinded clinical gene therapy studies with the gene encoding for VEGF-A_{165} indicate, that it is possible by this short term activating of the introduced vascular gene to induce growth of new vessels in the ischemic myocardium. There is no knowledge about whether the cells own genes coding for the vascular growth factors already are activated in the myocytes in patients with chronic myocardial ischemia. Moreover, it is unknown whether short-time acute myocardial ischemia activates the vascular growth factor genes. We are investigating the effect of short-term acute and long-term chronic myocardial ischemia on the activation of the genes in myocardial biopsies.
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